











                                                  ULTERIOR MOTIVES


                                              


Babylon 4 - Three years earlier


        Sparks from a welder's torch rained down on the deck as he walked past, the final touches still being applied to a space station that was to go fully online in less than seven days. The tour had gone pretty well thus far, and he couldn't help but think about how well this place would be running once he took command of it. 
        Colonel Ari Ben Zayn smiled to himself, knowing that he would finally be getting that command he had deserved, earning over the years with his excellence in battle amongst things, and being one of the top EarthForce personnel for some time. He took a moment to rub the scar that ran down the right side of his face, from his eye almost to his chin line. The very same scar he had earned in battle many years ago serving EarthForce to the best of his ability.
       "So you see, Babylon Four is nearly complete." started Major Lewis Krantz.
       A career military officer, he had been put in temporary command of the new space station and it's skeleton crew, having been posted to B4 by EarthDome to have the station ready on time for it to go online. 
       "There's some details to work out, but everything seems to be going pretty smoothly, Colonel." he finished, looking back and forth from Ben Zayn to the work teams going about their business. 
       Ben Zayn nodded his approval. "Very well." he said. "Perhaps you can show me to the Cobra bays before we head back to C&C. I'm eager to see them." he suggested, hoping to see what the resident starfury squadron was looking like.
       "Of course." replied the major, before ushering his guest into the nearest transport tube. The doors closed a little slowly, with Krantz managing a frown. His brow furrowed a bit, causing a series of lines across his forehead. In his late forties, he was almost totally bald except for a patch of grey hair on either side of his head. 
        "Sorry. Tubes are still not at proper power levels." he mentioned. Ben Zayn nodded. "I understand, major." he replied, trying to keep his mind occupied as the tube car descended level after level. 
       "I have no doubt that this station - and it's transport tubes - will be fully operational on schedule." he said with a grin. 
       Krantz smiled. "I appreciate that. Thank you." he replied. A silence came to the car as it carried on in the tube towards it's intended destination.

       "What the hell is a 'catastrophic failure'?" asked one of the techs working on the launch bay outside his starfury. Ray Park shook his head in disgust inside his helmet. Pressing a button on his instrument panel, he responded in kind. "It means I'm not going anywhere." he said with frustration. 
      "What do we have to do to get those bay doors open?" he asked into the comm, with no response. "Damn it. I need a cup of tea...." he remarked, before powering down his starfury.
       "I'm out. Call me when you guys figure out the doors." he mentioned, before cutting off the comm and preparing to leave his ship. After five failed attempts to launch, he was at his wits end at this point.
        A short time later, he was on his way out of the pilot's ready room and preparing to head to his temporary quarters on the station, when two men in officer's uniforms came through the door. He recognized one as Major Krantz, but the other was unfamiliar to him. Noticing his epaulets that had on them the rank of Colonel, he stopped and stood at attention. 
       "Sirs." he said, pondering the two men as well. 
       "At ease, pilot." said the other man. 
Park relaxed somewhat, as Major Krantz started to explain. "This is Colonel Ben Zayn. He'll be taking command of Babylon Four once it's ready." he mentioned. Ben Zayn outstretched a hand towards Park. 
       "And you are....?" he asked.
       The pilot met the handshake and shook firmly. "Ray Park, senior pilot." he said with pride. Ban Zayn smiled and finished the shake. "Very good. What's your status with the Cobra bays?" he asked of the pilot. Park looked a little uneasy, but answered with confidence. 
       "Launch bays are almost fully operational." he replied. 
Ben Zayn raised an eyebrow. "Almost?" he asked back. Park started to look frustrated. 
      "We've been having trouble getting the bay doors to open." he started. "A few more circuits are still being installed." he finished. Ben Zayn looked a little annoyed at the response, but smiled again to maintain the peace. 
       "Keep at it. I will track your progress while I'm aboard." he replied, before turning to Krantz. "Shall we continue, Major?" he asked. 
       The major nodded and motioned for the next doorway. 
       Park watched them leave, then frowned. "Progress to be tracked. Great, just great......"

       The familiar beep of the comm panel made him look up from his cup of tea and latest weapon schematic, wondering who could be calling him this late. It was around twenty-three hundred hours, and normally he would be asleep. But, the days problems coupled with the new tactical specs he received gave him reason to stay up a bit and work on them, hoping to find an answer before the day's fatigue wiped him out completely. Park put his cup down on the small table and got up of his couch, heading to the Babcom panel in his quarters. He ran a hand through his short, black hair and approached the unit. 
       "On." he said, as the screen came to life. "You have one call waiting from Earth." said the machine's female voice program. Park shrugged and decided to accept the transmission.
       "Go." he said, as the screen flickered once before displaying an image of a man in a captain's uniform, with greying hair and a grin on his face. 
       "Pilot Ray Park I presume?" he inquired. Park nodded. 
       "Sir." he said back. 
       The man grinned more. "Captain Adam Reid, EAS Chimera." he started. "I understand you've been moving up the pilot ranks quite quickly, and that you've made a name for yourself as a keen tactical innovator in the last few years of starfury deployment." he mentioned. 
       Park nodded. "Yes sir. Just doing my job." he replied. 
       Captain Reid laughed. "Humble as well. Good. I like that." he began. "I am calling you today to offer you a position on the elite starfury team based on my ship. The 'Birds Of Prey' as they're unofficially known. What do you think?" he asked inquisitively.
       Park was speechless for a moment. He knew the Birds Of Prey were the best of the best, and had their own custom starfuries and equipment. This was a once in a lifetime offer for sure.
       "I'd be honoured." he said, grinning a little himself now. 
       Captain Reid was pleased at the answer. "Good! Once your duties on Babylon Four are complete, you are to head to the transfer point on Io. I will see you then." he finished. "Oh," said Reid quickly. "Keep this to yourself, pilot. This is all classified, of course. Reid out." he said, as the comm channel was closed, and the screen went back to the standard Babcom green screen.
       "Wow." said Park to himself, before returning to his couch and picking up his tea cup again. "Can't believe I'm in!" he said happily, before taking a sip of his tea. It tasted extra good tonight.

        "I'm very pleased with what I see here, Major." said Ben Zayn to his tour guide, and current commander of Babylon Four. 
        "I can't wait to take command of this fine facility and all who will serve here." he finished, sounding somewhat happy yet impatient at the same time, having waiting quite a while to finally get command of something so prominient in EarthForce. In his years of service, Ben Zayn had commanded whole divisions of troops in several conflicts, salvaging so many battles and winning many more on his way to becoming a colonel. In his mind, he had earned this command, and deserved it more than anyone. Ben Zayn could almost feel that weight lifting off his shoulders after so long. Command would finally be his, he would settle for nothing less.
        Major Krantz nodded. "Well that's good to hear." 
       "The skeleton crew is doing all they can to complete work on this station." he explained, pressing a couple buttons on the main control console. "We're still on schedule, anyways." he finished. Colonel Ben Zayn nodded slightly and looked out the dome-shaped window to the vastness of space. 
       "Very good." he started. "I'll be wandering around a bit, alone, before I head back to Earth tomorrow. I have a meeting with the Joint Chiefs of Staff about my orders, then I will return to Babylon Four with my senior staff. That will be all, Major." he finished, with Krantz only saluting as Ben Zayn then turned and left the command deck altogether.
         Krantz wandered over the station commander's alcove, located up a couple of steps off to the side of the main area, sitting down in the small chair and pondering Ben Zayn. 
        "Interesting fellow, albeit a little impatient." he mumbled to himself. "Oh well." his said, voice trailing off as he turned his attention to the screen before him, status reports coming in from various departments as they worked to complete the large facility. He wasn't a big fan of reports or paperwork, not really the administration type. Krantz preferred to be out in the field, either on a starship or outpost with the troops. Still, he did have a job to do for the meantime, and was somewhat happy that the brass at EarthDome had every confidence in him to handle it until the new commander and crew took it all over. 
         "Better make the rounds." he said to himself, before getting up and exiting C&C to check on station progress.

          Two days ago, it seemed to him that perhaps the cobra bays would never work properly no matter what they did, having gone through numerous technical failures and whatnot. But today, Ray Park had a smile on his face as his starfury blasted through space in the empty sector around the station. The bay doors were now fully operational, as were the launch mechanisms. Everything was now online, and functioning as it should, which had enabled him to finally launch with a couple of the junior pilots in tow. Park grinned as he performed a flyby of the station, taking in the green hull plating and rotating sections. 
         "Ah." he said into his helmet. "This is the life." he remarked, happy to be at the controls of the fighter. Park knew his time on the station was coming to and end, and was making the most of it as of late.
         "Hey slowpokes!" he said over the comm to the other starfuries. "Try to have a little fun before we head back to the barn!" he said happily, pushing his craft a little. Before either one of the two other pilots could respond, C&C broke in over the comm. 
         "Krantz here. All pilots return to base. We'll be running defence grid tests in fifteen minutes. Krantz out." finished their temporary commander. 
          Park grinned and hit his comm. "You heard him, back to the barn on the double!" he said, before spinning his ship around, coming about to face the station. The three fighters made their way back to Babylon Four and docked quickly, not wanting to be accidently blown out of the stars by the weapons tests.
           After disembarking his starfury, he decided to spend some time reading in one of the few completed crew lounges. It wasn't far from his quarters, and when he arrived, was the only one taking advantage of the spartan room, choosing to sit on a couch near a viewport. Park delved into the tactical journals he had brought with him, and enjoyed the silence as he scanned them. An hour passed before he heard footfalls from the corridor outside the lounge. 
          Suddenly, the colonel he had met a couple days earlier had strode into the room carrying a mug, sitting down at one of the empty tables. His gaze looked about the room before fixing on Park, who had looked up from his tactical journal. 
          "Pilot." said Ben Zayn. "I believe we met recently." he said, smiling somewhat.
           Park nodded. "Yes sir. Two days ago in the cobra bays." he replied, being as polite as possible. The colonel nodded his acknowledgement. 
          "Ah yes." he started. "I trust the bay doors ae working properly now?" he queried. Park nodded again. 
          "Yes sir. Bay doors and launchers are in good working order now." he remarked. 
Ben Zayn took a sip from his mug and swallowed before speaking again. "Good to hear." he said. "I shall be glad to have you here as a pilot when I finally take command of this facility." finished Ben Zayn, a pleased look now on his face, minus the scar that still confused Park. 
          "Oh," started Park. "I'm not actually stationed here, sir. I'm here on temporary assignment, and am leaving for Io tomorrow." he explained, stopping short of mentioning the Birds Of Prey.
           Ben Zayn took another sip of his mug, then put it down on the table and got up, walking to where Park was sitting. 
         "What would it take to convince you to stay here?" asked the colonel, clearly interested in having Park stick around. 
          Park smiled. "I'm honoured that you want me here, but I've already accepted an offer that I hoped would come around sooner or later. But thank you anyways." he said. Ben Zayn's grin turned to a scowl very quickly. 
         "What 'opportunity' do you speak of, pilot?" he asked curiously. Park paused for a moment to think, then looked back up at the colonel. "It's classified, sir. I've been instructed not to talk about it." he explained. 
         Ben Zayn genuinely looked a bit cross now. "Very well, pilot. Keep your secret if you must. Good day." he snapped, before turning and heading out the of lounge, grabbing his mug as he went past the table he had sat at. Park raised an eyebrow, confused as  to the colonel's change in mood. 
        "Oh well." he said to himself.

                                                  
Present Day

         Captain Adam Reid slouched a bit in his office chair, indulging in a rare attempt at relaxation. The reports and other things he was supposed to be going over never seemed to stop showing up on his screen, no matter how hard he tried. His ship, the EAS Chimera, was orbiting the Jovian moon of Io, having jumped back to Earth's solar system to take on supplies and such for a forthcoming mission. Because of the downtime attached to the resupply, his crew were free to take the day off to unwind. They could be recalled should there be an emergency, but for now, all was well. Reid himself stayed at his post, choosing to sit in his office alcove on an empty bridge, happy with the solitude, but not the reports.
         His entire squad of elite starfury pilots, save one - Ray Park - had also decided to enjoy some rest and relaxation, most notably having a friendly game of north american football in the cargo bay while it was still empty. Ray Park however, known for his penchant of reading tactical journals and specifications, had stayed on-duty to go over the pulse cannons on his personal starfury, as well as tweaking the firing control system. Reid was about to get up for a cup of coffee, when the screen to the left of his head beeped, signifying an incoming transmission. He sighed and turned his attention to the screen. 
         "Accept transmission." he said, as the screen's familiar EarthForce logo changed to that of the face of a high-ranking EarthForce offer, a one General William Hague.
          Reid smiled, glad it was Hague and not some politician. "General." he started. "What can I do for you today?" he asked, awaiting the response. Hague responded in his usual soft yet deeper voice, his trademark beard and bright eyes aways conveying his words efficiently. 
         "Captain Reid. It's been a while." he said. "Nevertheless, I have new orders for you and your crew, as well as a VIP you will be taking aboard." he explained. 
         Reid looked confused for a quick moment. "VIP you say? Lovely. What's the deal here?" he asked rather bluntly, wanting to know more. 
         Hague responded in kind. "It's not something I wish to talk about here and now. The VIP will tell you what you need to know, understood?" he finished with a query. Reid nodded. "Understood." he replied. Hague looked satisfied. 
        "Good. EarthDome out." said Hague, before ending the transmission.
        The captain sat silently for a moment, trying to figure out who was going to be coming on board, and why. Looking around the bridge of his ship, he remembered no one else was around due to the well-earned day off. Reid frowned at the fact that he'd be cancelling the crew's time away, but it had to be done, regardless of his own feelings on the matter. He pressed a button on his console and opened a ship-wide comm channel. 
         "Attention!" he said firmly. "All personnel report to stations. Repeat, all personnel report to stations - on the double!" he ordered, before terminating the intercom. "No rest for the wicked....." mumbled Reid, voice trailing off as he got up and left his alcove.

         "One minute I'm throwing a touchdown pass to Lewis, the next I'm throwing on my flight suit after the captain's intership orders." said CWO Jack Whitmear, one of the five pilots that made up the EarthForce special starfury squadron, or 'Birds Of Prey' as they were known by others. He ran a hand through his wavy black hair as he sat in his chair around the table in the mission centre, the room where the pilots got their mission outline and orders. Seated to his left was Ray Park, the only other squad member that had got there early. 
        Park just shrugged. "Football again?" he asked rhetorically. "Don't you ever get bored of it?" he queried his crewmate. 
       Whitmear laughed. "Don't you ever get tired of reading tactical schematics?" he asked back, making a comparison.
       "Touche." responded Park, bowing to Whitmear's logic. Just then, Ensign Lewis Sewell strode into the room and sat down opposite Park. 
       "Yo." he remarked in his deep voice. His dark complexion and almost bald head complemented his voice perfectly, as his friends and colleagues were more than comfortable with it. 
       "Well now." started Whitmear. "Lewis is here before the other two." he said, referring to the last two members of their team, Lieutenant William McIntyre, and CWO Sarah Atkinson, who were also romantically involved. Lewis looked confused all of a sudden. 
       "This surprises you?" he asked his friend. Whitmear looked to Park, then back to Sewell, managing only a shrug. 
       "I guess...." he said, voice trailing off as he hoped the line of conversation would die.
        Just as Sewell was about to respond, McIntyre and Atkinson waked into the room, arm in arm. Sarah had her long, red hair neat and tidy in a ponytail behind her, while William's blond hair was combed back on his head, and still looking a little puffy. They both took a seat behind Lewis, opposite Park and Whitmear. Park grinned at them. 
       "And where have you two kids been?" he asked, a little curious per se. Sarah only giggled, while William just grinned. 
       "Sarah kidnapped me from the football game, and took me to the--" his explanation was cut off by the arrival of Captain Reid, and another man wearing an EarthForce marine uniform with the rank of Colonel on his shoulder epaulets. All of the pilots turned to attention. Ray Park suddenly looked dumbfounded.
       "Colonel.....Ben Zayn, wasn't it?" he asked aloud. Ben Zayn looked to him, the scar on the left side of his face still prevalent. He grinned slightly and looked at the pilot carefully. 
       "Ah yes. I remember!" he mentioned. "The pilot from the Cobra bays. We met on Babylon Four didn't we?" he queried. 
       Park nodded. "Yes sir. A few days before the disappearance." he replied, referring to when the space station disappeared under mysterious cimcumstances, never to reappear again.
      "And that, is exactly why I am here." he said, before turning to Reid. "Captain, if you will." he motioned, as Reid nodded, taking over for the moment.
      "The Colonel here has come aboard for the express purpose of returning to Sector Fourteen in Grid Epsilon to search for clues to the disappearance." he explained calmly.
        McIntyre spoke up. "Pardon me sir, but sector fourteen is off-limits to everyone, isn't it?" he asked of the captain. 
        Ben Zayn answered instead. "For the duration of this mission, we have express permission from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the President himself to enter the sector and conduct our mission. All findings will be reported to me immediately. I will be on the bridge with your captan for the duration of this mission." he finished. 
       Reid looked around, waiting for anymore questions from his squardon. None came. "We'll arrive there in two days or less. Until then, you're dismissed." he stated, before leaving the room right behind the colonel. 
       "This is going to be interesting." said Sewell, contemplating the mission.

        Still a few hours from the jump into Sector Fourteen, Ray Park was in the tactical room near the launch bay going over the new starfury armaments brought on board from the transfer point. He was about go get himself a cup of tea, when someone walked into the tactical room. It was Colonel Ben Zayn, who had a determined look on his face. 
       "So, mister Park." he said, with somewhat of a patronizing tone. "This is that 'classified' post you ended up taking, I gather?" he queried, already knowing the answer. Park nodded accordingly. 
       "Yes sir. I was under orders not to discuss the posting. The Chimera is considered a special ops ship." he mentioned to the colonel.
         Ben Zayn just stared at him, and Park felt like the colonel was burning a hole right through him with those eyes. 'If looks could kill.' he thought to himself. 
        "Have it your way, pilot. We'll play your game for now. Just don't make a mistake on this mission. I'll be watching." he said, before turning abruptly and leaving the room. 
        Park shrugged, and decided to finish what he was doing for the time being. Still, he was a little unnerved by the colonel's visit and what he had said. Frowning, he tapped his link, the comm device that was attached to the back of his left hand. 
       "Park to McIntrye." he said into it. Lieutenant McIntyre responded quickly. "What's up, Ray?" he asked.
        "I need to talk with you. Got a bit of a problem." he replied. There was a brief silence before McIntyre's response. 
        "Sure thing. My quarters in ten minutes." he said. 
        Park nodded to himself. "Thanks Will. Ten minutes." he finished, before the comm channel was closed. He didn't want to go straight to Captain Reid just yet, especially if Ben Zayn was hanging out on the bridge. Better to talk to McIntyre as well, seeing as he was the not only Ray's friend, but also the squadron leader as well. 
        "Not sure what Ben Zayn wants from me." Park said to himself. "I was never out of line towards him back on  Babylon Four." he muttered, thinking back to his short time on the doomed space station. 
         Even though he had only spent a few weeks on the station while it was being finished, he couldn't help but think of it's disappearance every so often, wondering what became of the station after it vanished without a trace. Park also wondered if that was what was driving Ben Zayn as well, the colonel seemingly preoccupied with something since he had come on board, or perhaps long before. 'Oh well.' he thought, instead preferring to discuss everything with McIntyre first and foremost. He knew his friend and leader would have some interesting insight on the matter, and was eager to talk to him. There was still plenty of time before the mission officially started, so a least he had that. Park closed the last armament locker and sealed it before exiting the room, on his way to see McIntyre.

        Ari Ben Zayn stared at the desk-mounted monitor, going over the personnel files of the five pilots assigned to the special operations squad aboard the Chimera, collectively known as the 'Birds Of Prey'. He was somewhat impressed by their service records and such, but still wasn't about to trust them fully. He would have preferred that he was given total command of the mission, with the option to select his own subordinates and ships and such. The fact that he was put on the Chimera and only given authority for the overall mission and not the ship was disappointing, if not annoying. 
        "This is MY mission to find MY space station that I so rightly deserved." he said aloud, with a little anger in his voice.
         Just then, the door chime beeped, notifying him that he had a visitor. Ben Zayn turned off his monitor and turned his chair to face the door. 
        "Enter." he said calmly, as the door slip open and up to reveal Captain Reid, standing with his hands behind his back. 
       "Colonel." he started. 
       "Sorry to bother you, but we're a half hour from Sector Fourteen." he finished, informing the colonel. Ben Zayn got to his feet and approached the captain. 
       "Very good, Captain." he replied. "I'll join you on the bridge shortly." he finished. 
Captain Reid nodded before turning and heading back down the corridor in which he came. As the doors to his quarters closed again, Ben Zayn grinned slightly, glad the mission was about to start. Without further delay, he picked up his PPG and holster off the table it sat on and attached it to his belt. A second later, he was on his way to the bridge.

        "I don't know what to tell you, Ray." said Lieutenant McIntyre, unable to come to a conclusion regarding Ray's impeding problem with the colonel. "He's got something against you, the reason unbeknownst to us. Aside from that, there's not much to go on. I mean yeah, he's overly serious and such, but that's all we have." he finished. 
        Park nodded. "I guess you're right. I'm not sure how to go about this now." he replied, thinking it over some more. McIntyre looked to his friend and colleague. 
       "Ray, I'll pull the plug on the mission if it gets out of hand, and if I don't, the captain will." he said reassuringly, knowing that no one man was going to put his team into any kind of unwarranted trouble.
        Ray nodded his acknowledgement, then thought of something else. "Have you at all heard about Sector Fourteen?" he asked of his friend. "I don't know anything more than what EarthForce told us after the station had vanished, which is vague at best." he stated. 
       McIntyre frowned somewhat. "Not much. Only that there's been some weird happenings in this system since the disappearance." he said. "The odd report of a ship vanishing, or detecting odd things on their scanners. That's all I know." he finished, going over the little snippets of information in his mind that he had picked up in his travels over the past few years. 
       "Because this sector is off-limits, we'll be the first EarthForce personnel in some time to go over this area." he said, wondering how this would all play out, and how.

        Sector fourteen was devoid of anything, save the two starfuries hurtling through it, taking readings as they went. The Chimera had picked up strange energy readings upon entry to the system, and because of it, only two of the five Birds Of Prey had launched to undertake the mission. Lieutenant McIntyre and CWO Park were chosen, while the others stayed behind but kept ready to launch at a moment's notice. 
        "Getting anything, Ray?" asked McIntyre, going over his controls as he and Park continued to blast around the sector. 
        "Just those elevated tachyons we already picked up." he replied. "Seems to get stronger towards the centre of the sector." 
          McIntyre nodded inside his flight helmet, forgetting where he was for a split second, before having his starfury break right and head towards the centre of the sector to perform more reconaissance. 
         "I'm going to take a look. Keep up your scan pattern." he said over the comm. 
         Park acknowlegded. "Sure thing." 
         McIntyre's starfury was closing in on the coordinates of where Babylon Four once stood guard, and as he did so, the computer chirped to tell him that the tachyons were getting stronger. Slowing his craft by reversing the thrusters, he was soon at a dead stop, scanning an oval-shaped unknown that almost looked like a window in space, crackling with white and purple energies. 
        "Park. Join me over here. I think I found something." he said over the comm.
         Just as McIntyre started a new scan, the oval portal crackled heavily, and his craft began to shake. "Not good!" exclaimed McIntyre, as warnings went off inside his cockpit, as he tried to reverse his craft's engines and get away from it. It was of no use, as he was being pulled in. "Park, where the hell are you?!" he yelled into the comm, hoping Ray was close enough to swoop in and use the grapple. 
        Just then, another voice came in over the comm. "Hawk Leader, this is Captain Reid. We've monitored your situation, and are about to launch the other Birds." he said, starting to crackle out. 
       "Negative!" replied McIntyre sternly. "They'd never make it here in time! Keep your distance, Captain!" he said, before switching on his onboard video recorders and such, remembering that the Chimera could also watch the feed. 
       "Not good....." said McIntyre, as he started to disappear into the disturbance.

        "What exactly are we looking at, Captain?" asked Ben Zayn, confused over what he saw through the video monitors on the bridge. Reid watched helplessly as one of his pilots continued to be pulled in to the oval-shaped disturbance. 
        "I wish I knew...." he replied, voice trailing off as he looked to his executive officer, Commander Jon Marzcek. "Jon, launch the other three Birds." he ordered. "I want them out there ASAP. They can do more than we can." he finished. 
        Marzcek nodded. "Aye sir." 
        A bead of sweat was starting to run down his forehead from underneath his short and tidy blond hair. Reid then turned to Ben Zayn, looking frustrated.
        "Is there anything else you can tell us about this sector? Anything at all?" he asked of the colonel. "One or all of my pilots could be in jeopardy. Now is not the time for secrets!" he said, wanting answers. Ben Zayn looked stone faced and quite serious, never taking his eyes off the captain. 
       "I have already told you everything I know. I had already departed B4 before the station vanished and the sector was left a mess, such as it is now. That is why we're out here, captain. To find out more about what really happened here." he finished, coming off a bit arrogant in the process. 
       Reid's brow furrowed a bit, his patience starting to disappear. Both men turned back to the monitor and watched helplessly at the feed from the starfury. Suddenly, something began to appear in the midst of the disturbance, something very familiar to both men that looked like it was in a state of flux.
        Ben Zayn's eyes widened at th sight. "Babylon Four!" he exclaimed, as Commander Marzcek joined them just then. 
       "That's....." he started. "That's not possible....." he added, voice trailing off in disbelief. Ben Zayn glanced to him, eyes narrowing for a moment. 
       "See for yourself man! With your own eyes!" he said jubilantly.
       "Reid, tell your pilots to enter the disturbance, and begin to-" he was cut off early by the captain. 
       "Not a chance. They could be lost forever along with Babylon Four, if that's what it really is." he stated. "File a protest back home if you want, but I'm noy risking my pilots to satisfy your mission." he said, before turning back to the monitor. Ben Zayn started to turn red out of anger, and put a finger into the air to start protesting.
        "Listen here.....Captain, I--" again he was cut off in mid-sentence, but this time by a strong hand clasping on his left shoulder. It was Commander Marzcek, looking very cross and determined at the moment. 
        "The captain's orders are final, superior officer or not." he stated, in fierce defence of his captain. "Don't make me escort you off the bridge, Colonel." finished Marzcek, not intimidated by anyone. Ben Zayn knew he was fighting a losing battle, but pondered reaching for his PPG for a quick moment, before realizing it was a bad idea, Reid's crew being extremely loyal. Besides, he had more important things to do after this mission than have to explain to the Joint Chiefs and an advisory board why he had to discharge a weapon on a starship. 
       "Very well, commander. Have it your way." he said, calming down and returning his attention to the monitor. 'My command, my space station.....slipping away. Again.' he thought to himself, losing faith in many things at once.

        Park pushed his craft as fast as he could, getting to McIntyre as quickly as possible. A few moments later, and he was reducing speed, and preparing to grapple, the only thing he could do to prevent McIntyre's ship from being pulled into the anomaly and possibly lost forever. 
       "Hang on!" he said into the comm, only receiving garbled replies that he couldn't make out. Maneuvering carefully, it only took a handful of seconds to attach his grappling hook to the other starfury, and start to reverse his engines. Only problem was, he wasn't going anywhere. "Damn!" he said, after checking his readings.
       "Computer, transfer all available power to the engines! Maximum burn!" he yelled. The computer have him several warnings, which he overrode before the burn kicked in.
        Slowly the two crafts started to back out of the anomaly, but it only lasted for a minute, as the engines couldn't handle the pull from the portal, and shut down before they overheated.
        "No!" he screamed, watching as McIntyre's ship and his started to slowly go forward back towards the portal again, this time with nothing to stop it. Many things started to go through Park's mind, most notably the very real possiblity of him not surviving the anomaly. The thought scared him, but he soon focused on the task at hand and worked his controls feverishly, not willing to give up. 
        "Come on, come on!" he yelled, trying again to push his engines as much as he could, but to no avail. His onboard computer relayed more warnings, and this time shut down the engines, among other things. That was that. There would be no third try. Just as he was about to resign himself to being pulled into the anomaly, a voice crackled to life on his comm, one of the few things he still had power for. 
        "Hawk Three, this is Hawk Two, Stand-by and prepare to be grappled!" said the familiar voice of Lewis Sewell, second in command of the squadron. Park grinned to himself, feeling some relief. 
        "Roger that!" he replied, as a shudder a moment later told him that he had been grappled. Seconds later, he could see that it was working, his ship and McIntyre's being pulled from the anomaly slowly but surely. He fired up his engines on low power, and helped out with the extraction as best he could.
         The anomaly crackled as it's energy was slowly weakening around the starfuries, the extra help taking it's toll. More than a long minute later, they were far away enough from the anomaly to turn towards the Chimera. Park could see Hawks Four and Five flanking them on either side as well. Suddenly, his comm crackled to life again, this time with the clear voice of William McIntyre. 
        "Well....." started Hawk Leader. "....I've had enough fun for now. Feel kind of groggy. Nice work, everyone." he complimented. Not another word was said over the comm, as all five of the starfuries made their way back to the barn, hoping for a quick landing and disembarking back on the ship. 
        "Home, sweet home!" said Park to himself, very happy to see the Chimera after what had just ocurred. 

         Adam Reid sat on a small couch he had in his quarters, having brought it with him when he took command of the ship. He was slouched sideways against a pillow reading an old book, when his comm panel beeped. Someone was trying to get in touch with him at a very late hour. With a sign, he got up off the comfortable couch and put his book down, wandering over to the comm panel. 
       "On." he said, as the blackened screen came to life with the logo of EarthForce. "Incoming call from EarthDome." said the computer's female voice. Reid shrugged, putting the book down and pressing a button on the small panel. The logo disappeared and was replaced with the familiar face of General Hague.
        Reid yawned uncontrollably. "General. What can I do for you?" he asked. 
        Hague smiled slightly. "Didn't mean to call you so late, Captain." he started. "I read the early mission report you transmitted to me. Are you sure it was Babylon Four that was seen?" he asked. Reid's lips pursed for a moment. 
        "It's a strong possibility sir. We got as much data as we could, considering the circumstances." he replied. Hague nodded his acknowledgement. 
        "I understand." he said. "Colonel Ben Zayn has returned to EarthForce Internal Affairs as isn't very happy about the lack of closure he got on that mission. Babylon Four wasn't the first command he missed out on." he explained. At the mention of Internal Affairs, Reid was beside himself, a look of bewilderment on his face.
         "Ben Zayn was EYES?" he asked, referring to the slang term used by other personnel to describe Internal Affairs. 
         Hague looked confused. "You didn't know? I assumed he told you when he came aboard at the beginning of the mission." he said, wondering how this important piece of information was missed. Reid shook his head slightly. 
         "No sir. No one told me, not even Ben Zayn himself. We couldn't get him off the ship soon enough ever since we jumped back to Earth three days ago. He left in a huff on a shuttle, and none too soon. Something is very wrong with that man." he explained, having talked to several members of his crew after the colonel's departure, not to mention what he saw himself on the bridge near the end of the adventure. 
         Hague didn't know what to say for a moment.
         "I'll look into it." he replied. "Either way, you and your team did a hell of a job. My hat is off to you. Now get some sleep, Captain. Hague out." said the general, before the screen went blank again. Reid wandered back to his couch as was about to flop down, when the door chime chirped. Sighing again and shaking his head in frustration, he composed himself and turned to face the door.
        "Enter." he said, as the door swung open, revealing Ray Park in his civvies. 
        "Sorry to disturb you, sir. I know it's late." he said, apologetically. 
         Reid smiled. "No problem. What can I do for you?" he asked. Park looked a bit down. "It's about Colonel Ben Zayn." he started. "I'm not sure how or why, but something is very wrong with that man. It's almost like he's being held together by shoestrings, so to speak." he mentioned calmly. 
         Reid nodded. "I know. But there is little we can do. I just found out he works for Internal Affairs." he offered. 
         Park raised an eyebrow. "Eyes." he replied. "That means there's more going on than we know." he said. Reid sat down on his couch, sitting up straight, and looked very concerned. 
        "Much more, I fear....." he said, voice trailing off.


                                                             THE END

                                                   

